
The Camera for Active Lifestyles

All purpose to meet everyday needs
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Integrates four rugged protection features: waterproof to 50ft/15m, shockproof 

to withstand drops from 5.8ft/1.75m, freezeproof to temperatures as low as 

14°F/-10°C and dustproof to protect the body from sand and dust. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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The Action Camera Mode* allows you to 

record action packed movies during 

activities. The camera can be fixed to 

your body or sporting equipment so you 

can record even when your hands are full.  

*In Action Camera Mode, the XP80's lens turns into a fixed 
18mm (35mm format equivalent), and the LCD monitor 
automatically turns off when you start to shoot movies.

A single push of the Wi-Fi button 

transfers photos to your smartphone 

or tablet without having to enter an 

ID or password, allowing you to 

share photos with friends or upload 

to social media. 

Easy photo transfer*
Remotely shoot pictures from your 

smartphone or tablet. This function 

allows you to adjust zoom settings, 

making it a particularly useful feature 

when shooting wildlife that is difficult 

to approach.

Remote shooting*

4 Way Proof
The perfect camera, indoors and out!

Action Camera Mode
Record action-packed movies

50ft / 15m 14°F / -10°C 5.8ft / 1.75m
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Optional accessory, not included with camera
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The continuous shooting mode is capable of capturing up to 10.0fps (maximum 

recording of 10 images at full resolution). This ensures you never miss a photo 

opportunity, even in scenes featuring fast moving action. 

Continuous shooting

Advanced
Filter

Still & Movie

The interval shooting mode takes pictures at set intervals, ideal for time-lapse 

photography of sunsets, opening flowers or other transitions in nature. Intervals 

can be set to 10 minutes, 5 minutes, 60 seconds, 30 seconds or 15 seconds.

Interval timer shooting

Continuous and Interval shooting modes
Capturing every photo opportunity

Action Camera Lens

ACL-XP70

*Install the free FUJIFILM Camera Remote app onto the smartphone or tablet first.

Logo is a trademark. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

For more information, please visit our Website:

http://www.fujifilm.com/products/digital_cameras/xp/finepix_xp80/ 

Wireless functionality with your smartphone

Easy photo transfer and Remote shooting


